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The work of the Signal Theory Group spanned the entire range of scientific and development work: theoretical considerations, computer and hardware simulations, and implementation of realtime demonstrators. Testing ideas in real environments at real time turned out to be an extremely useful tool to judge results gained by formal analysis and computer simulations and to create new ideas.

The organization of this book somewhat reflects this working mode; we start with presenting the basic algorithms for filtering, for linear prediction, and for adaptation of filter coefficients. We then apply these methods to acoustic echo cancellation and residual echo and noise suppression. Considerable space is devoted to the estimation of nonmeasurable quantities that are, however, necessary to control the algorithms. Suitable control structures based on these quantities are derived in some detail.

Worldwide knowledge of problems of echo and noise control has increased enormously. Therefore, it was necessary to limit the contents of the book. The main emphasis is put on single-channel systems where—to the opinion of the authors—a certain completeness has been reached. Multichannel systems provide additional options for improved solutions. They receive, currently, increased attention in research and development laboratories. The book deals with the basic ideas.
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<td>--------------</td>
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<tr>
<td>NLMS</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>QMF</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>RLS</td>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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